
    Smart democracy © 
The Soul of democracy

The antidote to fascism



Summarizing Smart Democracy

Designate a small percentage of voters in the parliament by lot

Vote for more than one party in the elections, put at least two parties in your 
envelope

Link GDP (country’ s wealth) with the decrease or increase of politicians Salary

Link penalties for lawbreaking with wealth after a fix point

Optional Citizens Diploma, Mandatory Candidates Diploma



Why we do it
The fear of losing democracy

Economic changes lead historically to political changes 

In the past economic changes led to dictatorship



What we like to prevent

We want to prevent future dictatorships

People are starting to believe that we don’t have democracy and dictators are 
in the corner waiting for a total change in the name of democracy 
malfunctions and people's dissatisfaction 



How we would like to prevent it

Give people more opportunities

Give people the chance to choose and participate



Suggestions to fix the “bugs” of now democracy

People has to have access in the parliament and be lawmakers

Nowadays only the parties decide who will access the parliament and be a 
lawmaker



Bug 1 access the parliament

As the parliament access is only decided by the parties people get dissatisfied 
when they have new ideas as they are unable to express them

To bypass this  the suggestion is :

to have a small % of voters designated as members of the 
parliament by lot. i.e. 1% of the members of the parliament after proper 
training



Small % designated by lot 

It might seem sort of silly but let’s see the great gain:

Increase the participation of voters
If you are a voter you have a chance to be in the parliament as there will be a 
percentage of voters in the parliament

This means years of a very good salary and very good networking-connections

Which is great motivation for all voters



Give the chance to parties to make coalitions 

Parties usually try to divide people in a way to have a discrete  message to 
society and get more votes

This leads to place dilemmas and bring discord into society especially during 
the period of elections….and the period of elections can be more than a year 
sometimes



Fix BUG 2 no more dilemmas and discord

The soul of democracy is to combine the interests in a way that people will 
have prosperity now tomorrow and in the future

Above all to combine interests we need to 
have coalitions



Fix BUG 2 no more dilemmas and discord

We do have now parties coalitions but they are decided by the parties only 
itself 

The fix of the bug is also to be decided by people when the are elections



Fix BUG 2 no more dilemmas and discord

People will be allowed to vote for more than 
one party in every election

1.This will give the message which parties coalition they 
prefer 

2.Dilemmas and discord will shorten in Rhetoric



Fix BUG 2 no more dilemmas and discord

People will be allowed to vote for more than 
one party in every election
3.People will participate with their soul in voting

4. Governors won’t be able to say that their voters only want them and no 
other data mining will prove them different



Fix BUG 2 no more dilemmas and discord

People will be allowed to vote for more than 
one party in every election

5. We will be able to vote new ideas of small parties and at 
the same time established ideas of big parties to have 
zymosis of new and stability



Fix BUG 2 no more dilemmas and discord

People will be allowed to vote for more than 
one party in every election

6. We will be able to vote the biggest 
opponents in the same time

Inside our envelope both gladiators without dilemmas



Fix BUG 2 no more dilemmas and discord

People will be allowed to vote for more than 
one party in every election

7.Great gain in people’s participation as they 
will vote with tranquil consciousness



Fix BUG 2 no more dilemmas and discord

People will be allowed to vote for more than 
one party in every election

8.The feeling that you make a decision and you modulate 
things 

9. Not to be forced to choose the less bad



Fix BUG 3 Fiscal management
There is a problem when a government starts to put their people in positions 
with very good salaries and when they start to have  citizens as “customers”, 
and interchange their votes with a job in the general public sector.

Also when politicians make great expenses for personal use or for their 
“customers” it is a stroke for democracy and in the trust to the institution

Also when governmental politicians create contracts with big companies that 
damage fiscal economy

 



Fix BUG 3 Fiscal management
To fix this problem of citizens mistrust to politicians we need to provide

A big discouragement and demotivation when they put 
personal interest in front of public interest



Fix BUG 3 Fiscal management

The salary
The Salary 
Even it seems simple if we correlate the Salary of High Hierarchy people 
working in the Government and in the general public sector with the the GDP 
they will think it twice on how they will spend our money



Fix BUG 3 Fiscal management and virtue

GDP depicts the wealth of a country

IF the GDP increases they will have a % 
increase to their salary. So strategic planning 
will be motivated and virtue in fiscal 
management.



Fix BUG 3 Fiscal management and virtue

Discourage 

IF GDP decreases politicians will have a % decrease 
cut off in their salary and reckless decisions will be 
delimited



Fix BUG 3 virtue in fiscal management

(GDP depicts the wealth of a country)

GDP must be correlated in a straightforward 
way with the salary of Politicians and High 
Hierarchy Governmental employees



Fix bug 4 penalties inequality
When someone breaks the law and he is poor and someone who is wealthy 
breaks the law with the same way usually they must pay the same penalty

The wealthy one will pay it and it will seem a low cost and maybe a motivation 
to do it again

The poor one will pay it and it might be disastrous

The penalties must be a function of your wealth. 

A fixed amount  MUST BE MULTIPLIED in percentage to your wealth



Citizens Diploma
- To decide it helps to have knowledge, your instinct too; but knowledge helps 
you in the long run

- Optional education that will lead to a Citizen’s Diploma (#40 days). 
- Voting is like picking a doctor, and to understand if your doctor is good 

you must speak their language. 
- “Driver’s “ Licence for voting, giving empirical and biomatic knowledge.
- If a person understands how things work it can make him /her stronger 

against fake promises and emotional marketing of parties.



Candidate’s Diploma
To govern it helps to have knowledge, it is also your instinct but knowledge it 
also good. Better learn before you rule.

- Mandatory education that will lead to a Candidate’s Diploma. (#6months)
- No more i “didn’t Knew”.Governors are like Doctors they should know.
- “Driver’s “ Licence for Candidates, giving empirical and biomatic 

knowledge in all aspects of government and all levels of administration. 
How things work in all jobs so that  the person can really understand and 
not just promise.



Summarizing Smart Democracy

Designate a small percentage of voters in the parliament by lot

Vote for more than one party in the elections, put at least two parties in your 
envelope

Link GDP (country’ s wealth) with the decrease or increase of politicians Salary

Link penalties of lawbreaking with wealth after a fix point

Optional Citizens Diploma, Mandatory Candidates Diploma



Who we are
Nikos Koltsidas  

founder of smart democracy institute

-studies in macroeconomy(Melbourne), philosophy(Singapore), biology (Duke), 
genetics, marketing(Copenhagen), neuroscience(Moscow), psychology,  body 
language , graphology, databases (Stanford)

Degree in Physics with Specialization in Photonics

MSc in Telecommunications and Computer Networking

Experience in Telecom & IT Industry and Teaching



Please give us a feedback

smartdemocracyinstitute@gmail.com

https://accounts.google.com/SignOutOptions?hl=en&continue=https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1aPQRdv6UoawfPsNZ5NlQE37sWYukdqw4fY4GeeyUC2k/edit%3Fusp%3Ddrive_web
https://accounts.google.com/SignOutOptions?hl=en&continue=https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1aPQRdv6UoawfPsNZ5NlQE37sWYukdqw4fY4GeeyUC2k/edit%3Fusp%3Ddrive_web


Remarks on Bug3
After long discussions and feedback we got on BUG3 - fiscal management.

People told us that countries in the past changed their prediction on the GDP 
for statistical reasons. 

The meaning here of our proposal is the primary surplus percentage of the 
GDP to define if the Salary of high hierarchy public sector people will be 
increased or decreased. 

If a country has larger levels of income relative to current spending, it is said 
to have a primary surplus; (excluding depth expenses) and this is what we 
propose to be linked with the High hierarchy public sector’s Salary.



Remarks on Bug 1
After feedback we got on fixing Bug 1. The parliament members by lot, should 
gain the Candidates Diploma before they become members of the parliament.
This will ensure quality members.


